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Microsoft have slowly but surely been turning into the bad flatmate of the operating system world. It started well, of course. They presented
themselves nicely at the initial flat interview and even offered a free little gift: Windows 10. Everyone was fairly excited, and everyone was on
board with this new development. That’s when the cracks began to form. First, it was the many, many issues with privacy and security issues
surrounding what data your OS sent to Microsoft, and then it was the ads that appeared out of nowhere on your lock screen. Now, with all of
that still burning in people’s minds, Phil Spencer announced its Universal Windows Platform initiative
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(http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/mar/01/microsoft-to-unify-pc-and-xbox-one-platforms-ending-fixed-console-hardware): a
gaming platform that intends to unify PC, Xbox One, tablet and smartphone infrastructures so that compatible apps can be played on all of the
available platforms.

To some, this seems slightly too good to be true, what with the aforementioned dick moves and all. To Epic Games co-founder, Tim Sweeney, it
certainly is. Sweeney, in a devastatingly scathing editorial to The Guardian (http://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/mar/04/microsoft-
monopolise-pc-games-development-epic-games-gears-of-war), has claimed that this platform is “the most aggressive move Microsoft has ever
made”, citing that Microsoft intends to cultivate a closed eco-system of video game monopoly and demanding that gamers and developers take
up arms against this move. This seems like a drastic call: after all, we know very little about the finer points of how Microsoft want this system to
work. Ultimately, we need to begin by assuming that we take Phil Spencer at his word: that this new platform will create a brand new gaming
ecosystem that, as he has stated in defense to Spencer’s claims, is a “fully open ecosystem, available to every developer, that can be supported
by any store”.
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So let’s start from the top: what do we actually know about the Universal Windows Platform? Microsoft have released a handy “what is this thing”
page (https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/uwp/get-started/universal-application-platform-guide), which includes some of the core
pieces of information that developers need to know. First of all, the platform operates on a singular platform across all of the compatible
devices. One store, one API, one interface that adapts itself across multiple devices. The UI and inputs are scaled and adapted across the devices
so that user functionality is not compromised. Secondly, the Platform sits at the top of the hierarchy: if you want to develop an app for the new
Windows 10 store, it will have to be put through the Universal Windows Platform coding. That means developers are no longer coding for the
device they want to see their finished product on, they are coding specifically for the platform. Finally, while they have stated that these apps can
be coded in C++, Win32 and Javascript languages for maximum reach, Microsoft’s latest announcement has canceled their proposed bridge with
Android devices, leaving Apple devices as the only mobile devices that can capitalize on the Universal Windows Platform, adding more dubious
eyebrow raises towards how “open” Microsoft’s new platform proposes to be.

The second point is where a majority of my own personal gripes lie. Microsoft intend for this new platform to be the beginning of a new
ecosystem for their PC gaming, and thus their intents to place games on Windows 10 will inevitably lead them to placing them on the Windows
Store under this new platform. To mirror what Spencer says, this in itself is not an issue. Microsoft can run whatever store it chooses, how it
chooses. Yet if the Universal Windows Platform API deliberately sits at the top of this hierarchy, and because this API sits superior to the
operating system, it poses a fundamental problem to the way that gaming is conducted on Windows 10. Any new games or applications that
wanted to distribute on the Windows Store, or even work on Windows 10 at all, would have to jig themselves into the UWP framework, which
limits what a developer can do to allow their game to be played on Windows 10. This is systematically limiting to the gaming community, and
something that every single person that uses Windows 10 should be immediately concerned about.
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But what of store fronts that work on Windows 10 at the moment? Steam, uPlay, Origin and GOG all have ways of downloading games to your
computer, and they are all largely more efficient ways of getting games than the current Windows Store, which is shocking. Here is the clincher:
the platform will be overlaid on top of the current devices. That means anything that runs for Windows 10 will have to be funneled through the
Universal Windows Platform and, in turn, the Windows Store. It is true that you could potentially sideload these things and get them to work
without the UWP getting in the way. The fact remains that if you need to do this on your OS to get a program working, the people that have
caused this to happen are deliberately making it difficult for you to do so. Take the program f.lux, for example. f.lux is a nifty little program that
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changes the color temperature of your screen dependent on the time of day. Apple deemed that this app broke their Developer Program
Agreement, and then developed the same technology into iOS 9.3 (http://www.macworld.com/article/3023419/software/f-lux-asks-apple-to-
open-up-night-shift-in-ios-9-3.html). Even if you still wanted to use f.lux, because of their closed API system, you are forced to sideload the app
through jailbreaking and using Xcode software to circumvent their security measures.

This leads to the crux of the fears that Sweeney expresses. Let me be clear that Sweeney’s call-to-arms has an air of the dramatic about it. He has
framed it as some sort of desperate rally against the movement of the big corporations. On top of that, as one of the users of the original article
commented (http://www.eurogamer.net/profiles/rotmm/comments/1815910), some of the “open” systems that Sweeney heralds bear
characteristics of UWP that we find reprehensible. Steam, in particular, has claimed dominance over PC gaming for years, with over half of PC
gamers using Steam as their primary distributor. Won’t these store fronts, in theory, be completely unaffected by this new platform? On the face
of it, it would appear so. Steam, GOG and the rest could simply go on their merry way and this new platform could play with its toys over in the
corner. Initially speaking, on the face of it, the API is simply that, and Sweeney’s doomsday soapbox routine smacks of PC gaming’s end of days.

Sweeney’s fears, however, are somewhat justified. The simple fact of the matter is that this is Windows that is doing this. If it were anyone
smaller, this conversation would not be taking place. It is the place where the vast majority of PC gamers play: even Valve, with its push towards
Linux and SteamOS, have less than 1% of their players (http://news.softpedia.com/news/steam-for-linux-user-is-still-under-1-501301.shtml)
supporting these in-house efforts, with everyone else using Windows or Mac OS. Windows is the PC gaming behemoth, and Microsoft has finally
come to claim this domination of the industry. And why wouldn’t they? Successfully capitalizing on the computer front of the video game
industry would mean that Microsoft would hold successful video game platforms in both computer and console play. With the Xbox One trailing
behind the PlayStation 4, and the gaming market relatively untapped save for Steam going from stride to stride, it is exactly the kind of financial
move Microsoft would need to leave Sony and Nintendo quaking in their boots.
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Of course, one could simply boycott the idea, and it would slink off into the night to wither and die like any other terrible idea that has come and
gone. Surely, then, we could do this to the Unified Windows Platform? We can just go back to Windows 8.1, or leap over to Linux. One could even
contemplate what would be considered impossible for the Windows supporter and jump ship for the good vessel Mac OS. It would work, for a
time. Then the technology would move forward: DirectX 13 would only be compatible with Windows 13, which integrates UWP into its
framework. ATI and nVidia would develop new graphics drivers for the new platforms and, with the inevitable cycle of upgrading, support of the
old OS’s would eventually cease. Microsoft would eventually abandon the older Windows OS’s to focus on the new, and progress would march
on. Microsoft stand to create a juggernaut with the introduction of this new platform – perhaps not with what it is now, but certainly in what it
has the potential to be.

The Unified Windows Platform is a fantastic idea that contains an intrinsically irredeemable stance on consumer control of their own devices. I
absolutely love the idea that a program can be run on my laptop, my gaming console and my mobile device, and can jump between these
devices at the drop of a hat. That, in itself, is amazing. Alas, nothing is free. Windows 10 came for free, and we have been bombarded with
asterisks and footnotes regarding how “free” it really is. Now, with the Unified Windows Program, it appears that Microsoft are adding another
layer of publisher control over their OS. Whether or not it comes to fruition and success will be something to see. It will be interesting to keep an
eye on though. Phil Spencer has assured us (https://twitter.com/XboxP3/status/705794534513324032?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) that “Windows has
always been an open ecosystem welcoming the contributions of hardware and software partners, and will always continue to be”, but Windows
10 becomes more and more inundated by contradictions to the contrary by the day. Whether the Unified Windows Platform becomes another
failure to Microsoft’s attempts at their own walled garden, or the OS’s turn to the dark side, will become apparent as its release marches on.
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